Role of new drugs incorporated into consolidation and maintenance therapy in transplant-eligible multiple myeloma patients.
Since in multiple myeloma (MM) patients the depth of response achieved with autologous stem-cell transplantation (ASCT) seems to correlate with the time to progression, various strategies have been undertaken to control disease and improve prognosis. Novel agents thalidomide, bortezomib and lenalidomide that have allowed deeper responses to be achieved in the induction phase have been tested following the ASCT as consolidation and maintenance treatments. Consolidation is generally a short-term treatment and aims to increase the depth of the response achieved with high-dose melphalan, whereas maintenance therapy consists of protracted therapy of either a fixed duration or until response and has the goal of prolonging duration of the first response. The goals of both treatments are the extension of progression-free survival and, hopefully, overall survival. This editorial will focus on the consolidation and maintenance strategies after ASCT for the treatment of MM. The incorporation of new drugs into the continuum of MM care resulted in improved outcomes and long-term disease control. However, optimal consolidation and maintenance strategies are still to be defined in the light of newer drugs to be utilized for induction strategies.